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Abstxact: Denote by s *thy countable infinite topological product of real B-W. Pi, result of 
Anderson and K.le@ states tit whenever C i9 a comp& subset of s, then s \ C is haraeomorphic 
with s. In this note we show that, for products of more than countabfiy many reaI rines the &u- 
ation is completeIy different; in fact we have the fokMng P~~su~~: Let Cl and. 62 bz compact 
subsets of ati uncountable product P of real lines. Then P f Cl is Bomeom&pMc Wh pYW2 if %xd 
only if Cs is homeomorphic u&h C+J. Furthermore, 3ere exist two cloiped countable &crete &VP 
sets S1 and S, &f P such that P\ Sl is rtot homeomctrphic with P Wi. 
Introduction 
Denote by s the countable infinite topological prodxt of real lines. P.. 
result in infinite dimensional topology [ l-3 ] states that whenever C is 
a compact subset of J’, then s \ C is homeomorphic with S. ‘Cn this paper, 
our aim is to show that for products of more than countably many real 
lines the situation is completely different; in fact, we have the follwPring 
resu.1. t : 
Lret Cr and C, be compact subsets of an uncountable produ#ct P of rt-d 
lines. Then the condition C, harneomorphic with C2 is necessary and 
ws.Ricient in order that t e complements P \ C, and P \ C2 be h~rn~Qrnor- 
ic:. We also study some generalizations of this result which might be of 
iMerest. 
he author is indebted to erbeek an uXek for some valuable 
remarks. 
e ines. z 
where R, = R fur a & A, then W& denotes the natural projection of P onto 
R,; if p 2: (pa)& EP then C(p) c B is defined by Z(p) = {x =’ &,), elPi 
X, # p, for at most countably many CY). 
The following lemma i’s due to Cors~ra f4] (see also [‘i, p.981): 
Lemma l-. If f is a contintlous map of Z(p) into R then f can be extended 
uniquely to a continuous function over P. 
This lemma gives us the necessary machinery to prove the only if part 
of our stal:ement. I  gives us the following theorem: 
rem :I. If C1 and C2 are compact subsets of P and i is a homeomor- 
m of 1’ \ C, onto P \ C2, then there is an autohomeomorphism i* of 
P onto P which is an extension off and which carries C1 onto C2. 
Proof. First we notice that if E is an arbitrary compact set in P, then for 
some p = &Ja cz P we have E c P \ X(p), Indeed, for each ~1 we have 
n,E # R,,, thus there is pa e R, \ ‘/rcll E for each ar. If p E P is define 
that the a1b coordinate is pa, then E c P \ Z(p). 
Now if ,i is a homeomorphism of P \ C, onto P \ C2 then by the lemma 
the composition maps i(y = ~a 0 i : P \ C, + R, can be extended to mapp- 
ings i$P-+ R,; th us i*: P + P defined by (i*(x)), = i:(x) (cu E A) is a 
continuous extension of i taking C, into C,. In the same way j = i-1 : 
P \ C2 --p 1’ \ C, can bf: extended to 1”: P -+ P. Thus the mappings j* 43 i* 
and i* o id’e are the identities on P, since both P \ C2 and P \ C, are den!se, 
Hence i* satisfies our lhypotheses. 
Remark. Lemma I states hat P is homeomorphic with the Hewitt n:d- 
compactification of G(p): P = v(Z@)) (see [S]). If E c P is compact hen 
P = u(P \ A!$ Len, E is the Iremainder ofP \ E in the Hewitt real-compacti- 
“if” part of‘ the 
tting was suggested to me by 
J. van der Slot, Conapuwt sts in rmwnt~triabk~ spaces 63 
A} where Pa = l-I{& I 1:t=l,2, . ..} aBd R; = Ici: 
, . ..). and let C = Cl U Cz. For each QS, tht:re is an auttr 
+ Pa such that for some n(ot) F N, 
zacLy, cS,n,C) is a single element [ 3, p.779, Lemma 6.111, . 
Now let rp: P + P be defined by q@)), = ‘p,(x,) (a E A), then p .is a 
homeomorphism between P and the product of two copies P’ and P” of 
such that qq(C) consists of a single ekme;r! t. Indeec;l, let P’ = 
(R$ta,l QI E A] and P” be the product of the fa&;lf’s R; for n + 
n(a) (a! E A). The proof of the theorem thus re’duces to the folkgAng 
lemma: 
mma 2. Let p be a point of P, C, and C2 compac’;: subsets, and h a 
meomorphism of C, onto Cz. Then h, : {p} >d, Cl --f {p) X C2 defined by 
i~Ip,x) = @h(x)) can be extended to an autohomeomorphism of PkP 
onto PX P. 
Proof. One can suppose that ig = 0 E P+ Let h * : P + P be a continuous ex- 
tension of h and h -I*: P + P be a continuous extension of /t-f : Cz + Cl. 
We define these extensions as we did the functions i* and j* in the proof 
of Theorem 1. For each x = (~‘$3 & PXP defi 
$1 (X’J”) = (2 + X”,x”), 
J/#‘J”) = (x:x” + /%X(x’) - x’), 
$g(X’J”) = (x’ - #z--l f(X”),XP’). 
IIere, + and - stand for the usual vector a.ddition and subtract,irbn in the 
topological product P. Obviously $1 9 a,b2 and 4~~ are autohomzomor- 
phisms of PX P and the composition # = J/J Q $2 Q $Q satisfks the hype 
thesis of Lemma 2. Indeed, if X” E C, then $‘(Q,x”) = 
($3 0 $2) (X”,x”) = (x” - h’%(x”‘),h(x”)) =r (O&r”)). This campktes 
the proof of Lemma 2, and hence of Theorem 2, 
From Theorems 1 and 2 we deduce: 
wo compact subsets of 
plements in P are hameom 
homeomorp 
Instp3d of c:vns~dqing products of real lines we ~~~~also cqnsider un- $.-,’  
mun~&l~ products of interv;ais [O,I J . To obtain, the-corresponding thecl- 
rem in this ease, one h& to introdutx the concept of park1 deficiency 
[3] and generalize it, for erncsuntabk products. 
We say that a closed subset C of a product of in unit intervals (m an 
uncountable cardinal) has a campMe pwtial dejkimcy if axis con- 
tained in (0,l) for na indices (Y$ 
(a). Now wle have the following gexralization: 
eorem 3. Two closed subsets Cf and Cz of eom#lete partial deficiency 
!n a product K of intervals are homeomorphic f and only if their com- 
pk~ents in K are homeomorphic, 
Sk&h of the proof. First, note that if C, and Cz are completely partial 
deficient hen there is an autc~>homeomorphism i of K onto itself such 
that i(Cl u C:t) is compfeWy partial Ceficient. This can easily be deduced 
from the corresponding statement in the countable case: the union of 
two Z-sets in the HiSbert cubl-: is a Z-set (cf. [ 21). Now the proof is re- 
duced to the previous case except hat to prove necessity in Theorem 3 
we have to use e.g. a piecewfse linear homeomorplhism rather than simple 
vector addition. 
Theorem 3 also remains valid if we consider an urxountable product 
of open intervals and demand that CI and Cz be closed and C-embedded. 
The corldition “C-embedded” is essential to obtain the extensions h* and 
h” * in M!ee”s lemma [7] . 
eralization consists in considering cI=com 
Ij=51,2,...}, where 
th or neither of C, and C2 must be ~fosed~and C-embedded. 
re exists a closed countable discrete subset of? -+&ich is not 
bedded in P (sez [6] ). 
Thus there exist two closed countable discrete subspaces off s&h- 
that their complements inP are not homeomarphic. 
However, P# -a do not knr,~ i.f for wo closed C+mbeddeqd q=com- 
pad subsets c, aA C, the condition CI 2: c2 necessarily imp&s 
P\C, =P\Cp 
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